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Id. at lo9 (per curiam); see, e.g., Guido Calabresi, In Partial (but Not Partisan) The court held that Ohio had violated the Equal Protection Clause by failing to utilize uniform voting technologies across the state. 6 The case has now been declared moot at the plaintiffs' request, 7 but the theoretical debate at the heart of Stewart remains fundamentally unsettled.
In support of its holding, the Stewart majority relied on Bush v. Gore extensively-quoting, citing, or mentioning the case more than twenty times.' Judge Gilman, dissenting, sharply criticized this reliance. Bush v. Gore, Gilman wrote, had provided clear instructions on its own use as precedent that required "limit[ing] the reach of Bush v. Gore to the peculiar and extraordinary facts of the case." 9 The Supreme Court had given an "explicit admonition""° to this effect. The Stewart majority's reply was straightforward: "Respectfully, the Supreme Court does not issue non-precedential opinions."'" Noting its status as an inferior court, one that did not have "the luxury or the power to decide which Supreme Court decisions ...to follow,"' 2 the majority stated that it could not ignore "the Supreme Court's murky decision in Bush v. Gore.
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This Comment does not take a position on the merits of Bush v. Gore but merely asks what the Court was doing when it limited its consideration "to the present circumstances." Scholars have debated whether the language was innocuous, indicating that the principle deciding Bush v. Gore was to be narrowly applied (as the Stewart majority assumed), or whether the Court was intentionally limiting the application of the equal protection rationale to only one case (as the Stewart dissent urged). 4 This Comment looks to the Court's past use of limiting language to try to resolve this debate.
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See There are, in fact, several varieties of limiting language. The Court has used such language to narrow the scope of a principle that has been used to decide a case, to nullify a principle that has decided a previous case, or to persuade a future Court not to extend a ruling past the facts of the case being decided. But Bush v. Gore's uniqueness is that it limited the case being decided "to the present circumstances," apparently using a principle to decide a case and then nullifying that principle in the very same case. When limiting is used to nullify (rather than to narrow) the principle in a case, it traditionally has been used to nullify the principle of a case that has already been decided. Bush v. Gore, I demonstrate, is the sole exception to this rule.
I. LIMITING AS NARROWING
I begin by noting two kinds of limiting language that the Court has used to announce that the principle behind a case is merely narrow, rather than applicable only to the facts of a single case. When the Court decides a case and offers reasons for its decisions, the very act of giving reasons will suggest that the same reasons could be applied to similar circumstances. As Frederick Schauer has put the point, " [O] rdinarily, to provide a reason for a decision is to include that decision within a principle of greater generality than the decision itself." s On some occasions the Court explicitly limits the scope of the principle behind a case, without denying that the principle remains applicable to other circumstances. The Court can do this through one of two devices: it can state that a previous case is "limited by its facts," or it can describe a previous case as having a "limited holding." With these types of language, the Court draws attention to the specific facts of the case and warns that the principle applied should not be interpreted to extend very broadly. Both uses of limiting language are, in the classic sense, minimalist.' 6 "commonplace in common-law decisions"). But see Cass R. Sunstein, Order Without Law, in THE VOTE: BUSH, GORE, AND THE SUPREME COURT 205, 215 (Cass R. Sunstein & Richard A. Epstein eds., 2001) ("In fact this was a subminimalist opinion, giving the appearance of having been built for the specific occasion.").
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First, the Court may write that the "general language" of a previous opinion "must be construed and limited by the facts of the case" 17 or that "[t]he implications of this case are limited by the facts. '' 1 8 The point here is to caution against an overbroad reading of the opinion rather than to deny that the opinion has an application outside that particular case. The use of "limited by" serves as a caveat and not as an absolute bar to future application of the case. 9 That a case is "limited by its facts" does not mean that its application is limited only to those facts, as the Court's language in Hudson v. Palmer suggests: "While Parratt [v. Taylor] is necessarily limited by its facts to negligent deprivations of property, it is evident . that its reasoning applies as well to intentional deprivations of property."" 0
Second, a later Court may say that an earlier Court has "limited its holding" to a certain set of circumstances. This use of limiting language again narrows, rather than nullifies, the decision. The Court's goal is to limit the applicability of the principle of a prior case to similar circumstances. Thus, when the Court notes a prior case in which it "expressly limited [its] holding to 'the narrow circumstances"' ' 1 of that case, the term "narrow circumstances" simply designates a limited class of circumstances, but it does not restrict the members of that class to only the case mentioned. 19. Cf Fried, supra note 14, at 15; see also Fiss, supra note 14, at 88 ("Such disclaimers .... do not disavow principle, but rather warn against overreading the principle articulated."). (1988) ("Our holding is expressly limited to cases where an 'economically interested party exercises decisionmaking authority in formulating a product standard for a private association that comprises market participants."'); Welsh v. Wisconsin, 466 U.S. 74o, 749 n.l1 (1984) ("Our decision in Payton, allowing warrantless home arrests upon a showing of probable cause and exigent circumstances, was also expressly limited to felony arrests.").
II. LIMITING AS NULLIFICATION
When the Court limits a case to its facts, it is not trying to narrow a principle; it is trying to void the principle of the case by restricting its application not merely to a narrower set of circumstances but to only a single set of facts. This makes nullification the most extreme version of narrowing, for when the Court uses the language of "limited by" or "limited holding," it is still announcing that a principle exists (however narrow) that can be applied beyond a single set of circumstances.
I refer to the act of limiting a decision to its facts as nullifying the principle behind the decision. By "nullifying" I mean that the principle should be taken as not applying to any other cases, so that the only aspect of the case that retains any binding force is its particular result-a decision for or against the plaintiff. Thus, a case that has been limited to its facts has no precedential value, and it cannot be cited as governing subsequent cases: the scope of a limited principle is only one case (at which point we may wonder whether it is a principle at all). 22 Although limiting as nullification is not necessarily the most common usage of limiting language," it is the central or core meaning of the phrase "limiting a case to its own facts."
The best introduction to limiting as nullification comes not from the rare cases in which limiting language is employed (i.e., when a case is in fact limited), but from cases in which it is recommended or anticipated. It becomes clear from these uses of limiting language that limiting a case is a (small) step short of overruling the case. Thus, in one such use, Justice Kennedy warned that a case's analysis "must be respected with reference to dwellings unless that precedent is to be overruled or so limited to its facts that its underlying principle is, in the end, repudiated."' Justice Thomas wrote of Mayer v. Chicago" 5 that even if a previous line of cases "were sound, Mayer was an unjustified extension that should be limited to its facts, if not overruled. ' 
394 U.S. 557 (1969).
States], did not even purport to limit that case to its facts."2 8 The unmistakable impression from these passages is that, for the Court, limiting to the facts is nearly the same as overruling a case, with the exception that in limiting a case the particular result of the decision still stands. Otherwise, when a case is thus limited, it no longer remains good law: its value as precedent is, to use Justice Kennedy's words, "repudiated. 2 9
A. Actual Nullification
There are two primary ways in which the Court uses limiting language to nullify. First, an opinion may actually limit an earlier case to its facts, simply by declaring that the case has been limited to its facts or that it should be thus read. We might call this the "performative" use of limiting to the facts 3 ": when a Court says it is limiting an earlier case to its facts, it is actually limiting it. This use of limiting is arguably most akin to that of Bush v. Gore, which limited its consideration "to the present circumstances." 31 In Williams v. Union Central Life Insurance Co., for instance, the Court distinguished the case from a lower court decision in which "there were provisions in the [insurance] policy, quite different from those before us, which were of doubtful meaning." 3 But to remove any doubt that the superficially similar decision might conflict with the outcome of Williams, the Court wrote that " [t] 31. It might be argued that the difference in language is significant, in that "facts" can be limited, but the word "circumstances" inherently suggests application to other, similar situations. But if anything, Bush v. Gore's limiting its consideration "to the present circumstances" severely constrains any implied broadening. 
Id. (emphasis added).
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"limit[ed] that case to its facts. ' ' 36 A later Court observed that although Rutkin did not explicitly overrule Wilcox, it had nonetheless "thoroughly devitalized" and "effectively vitiated" Wilcox. 7 A second way in which the Court may "limit a case to its facts" is not by stating that the case has been limited to its facts, but by noting how a previous case or series of cases has led to the actual nullification of its principle. Justices may use the language of "limited to its facts" to emphasize that a prior Court has already nullified the principle of a previous case without having expressly said so. 
B. Persuasive Nullification
"Limiting to the facts" need not always be used to signify that the principle of a case has actually been nullified. A concurring or dissenting opinion may say that the principle announced in a case is "limited to its facts" as a way of trying to persuade us that the case has been so limited, rather than actually limiting the case. That is, a dissenting or concurring Justice may describe the holding articulated by the majority as "limited to its facts" -even though the majority itself has not stated as much-as a way of suggesting that the principle should apply only to the instant case. The purpose of using language in this way is to persuade a future Court to disregard the principle of the case or to predict that a future Court will in fact disregard it. In other words, when a Justice limits a case to its facts persuasively he or she does not actually limit the case, but only purports to do so. majority did "emphasize the narrowness" of its holding, it did not appear to believe that it was limiting the holding to the facts of the case.
3
The distinction between actual and persuasive use of limiting language shows the importance of its presence in the majority opinion rather than in a concurrence or dissent. This is why it is particularly noteworthy that the majority in Bush v. Gore limited its decision to the facts. Only the Justices in the majority can actually limit a case to its facts; the other Justices must simply wait and hope.
CONCLUSION
In this Comment, I have offered a taxonomy of the Supreme Court's use of various types of limiting language. I have tried to demonstrate that the use of limiting language by the Bush Court is historically unique. No other majority in the history of the Court has applied limiting language to the very case being decided; all past uses of "limiting the case to its facts" by the majority in a decision have applied to earlier cases and not to the case being decided. If we take this past history as governing the meaning of "limiting to its facts," then the meaning of Bush v. Gore's limiting language (namely, that its "consideration is limited to the present circumstances" 4 ) is indeed to nullify the principle of that case. And this reading inevitably raises the deeper theoretical question of whether the Court has the power to limit the principle of a decision to a single case in the very case being decided and not in a later case. If the Court must give reasons for its decisions, it is unclear whether it should have the power to make those reasons non-general, i.e., to limit their application beyond one set of facts. 5 
